
assembly:
instructions (even ours) can be boring, 
so we’ve tried to keep them short:
1.  remove OmniBoost from bag, unfold,  
  and lock rear legs into place.

2a. securely fasten the safety straps around  
  adult chair and insert your little one.

2b. for increased stability (perhaps you’re  
  out at a park or a beach), try using  
  our “duck-feet”.  they slide over the  
  normal feet and help prevent tip-overs...  
  like those that happen when your great  
  dane decides to sit in your baby’s lap  
  at lunchtime.

3.  to attach the tray, simply drop it into  
  place over the small mushroom-shaped  
  heads on either side of the chair arms.   
  ensure the tray is f irmly locked down.   
  to fully remove or to swivel the tray,  
  pull out one or both of the side levers,  
  and you are good to go.

product instructions

Children have suffered head injuries, 
including skull fractures, after falling with or 
from booster seats.
• Check that OmniBoost is securely 

attached to adult chair before each use.
• Always use restraints until child is able to 

get in and out of OmniBoost without help.  
Adjust to f it snugly.

• Never allow child to push away from table.
• Never lift and  carry child in OmniBoost.
• Stay near and watch your child during use.
Prevent falls from adult chairs:
Securely attach OmniBoost using all provided 
safety straps (under and behind).

Use this product only for children 
capable of sitting upright unassisted.

Prevent serious injury or death: 
Do not use in motor vehicles.

adult chair minimum dimensions: 17” wide x 17” length x 18” backrest height

washing:
1. remove the tray.

2. remove the cover.

 • it’s easier to remove the cover if your   
  OmniBoost is partially collapsed.

 • remember to unhook the elastic straps at  
  the base of each fabric corner.

 • the cover is tight on purpose, but the   
  holes are def initely large enough to f it  
  over the posts.

3. machine wash cover (no bleach!) using cold  
 setting,  allow to air dry.

f inal word:
we hope you love your OmniBoost as much as we 
loved designing it.  lots of hours (and caffeine) were 
put into its design, and we are incredibly proud of it.  
look for more new things from us soon!  and please, 
if you like hiccapop - spread the word.  if you don’t 
like us... please forget we said anything.  thanks!

Until Child is able to get in and out 
of the OmniBoost without help 
(about 2 ½ years old), the child 
should be secured in the booster 
seat at all times by the restraining 
system.  The tray is not designed 
to hold the child in the chair.
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